1. “How Stephen from Alabama mass marketed his business with postcards.”

Stephen became friends with several well-known marketers who taught him about postcards and lead generation methods. Stephen used about six different postcards to get a steady stream of leads for his business. Stephen said, “I just kept on mailing my postcards day after day. At first there was a trickle of leads coming in. Then after about 2 months of mailing, the lead flow increased. My income started to increase as more people joined the business.” Stephen mailed postcards for years and years. Every few months, I would receive a new postcard from Stephen. He had learned from the big boys that lead generation is what makes you successful with this business.

2. “I learned that Postcard Money was the Big Solution!”

Earlier in my life at eighteen, everyone was telling me to get a good job, progress with my skills and move up the ladder to eventually earn more money. This plainly did not make sense to me at the young age of eighteen. Here’s why. I started asking every adult I knew - how much money they made, what they did for a living, and how long they had been working at the same job. Their answers were very perplexing. It’s as though they were sleepwalking through their own lives. They weren’t paying attention. Very few of them made more than $40K a year working 40 hours a week. And those few who did earn that $40K salary were deep in debt struggling to keep their heads above water...and yet they still continued to spend more money than they earned...buying everything in sight just to keep up with their friends and neighbors who led the insane rat race. My conclusion at eighteen was: A Dependent Work Force Makes The Corporate World Very Wealthy. Postcards were the solution for me.

3. “Can you really earn more money with postcards?”

My father tried to instill in me the value of saving 10% of my income. I do agree with saving money for the future, but saving just 10% seemed so small to me. “Shouldn’t a person be saving at least 50% of their income and living on the other 50%?”, I asked. Everyone had the same answer. They said it costs too much just for living expenses and to be able to save 50% of their income was impossible. Even 10% was a monumental amount to set aside for savings. And half of them couldn’t even save 10%. It was abundantly clear to me what the problem was.

THE PROBLEM: These people SOMEHOW FORGOT that they live in
A Side Story...Here's what a Small Town Millionaire taught me about the Multiple Income Solution.

Many years ago I met a man named Fred - who owned a number of businesses in town. I was eating at his restaurant and he came over and started talking about business. Me, being the inquisitive type, jumped right in with all sorts of questions.

This wildly successful restaurant owner told me that he also owned a "piece" of the town gym, two pizza parlors, another fancy restaurant, a golf course, and a landscaping business. Fred also owned several rental properties. **In total, Fred had over eight (8) different income streams.** Fred was a very rich man.

The next thing Fred revealed to me was astoundingly brilliant. I hope you can appreciate this as much as me. **I asked him, What was his "model" for business?** Not in locating businesses, or what types of products to sell. I wanted to know his philosophy. What Fred said fascinated me. Not only in its simplicity, but in how profound his answer was.

You'll be **BLOWN AWAY** by what this Rich Man told me next. **You can quickly start applying this same multiple income solution in your own life.** You'll learn how to do this WITHOUT buying or running any type of local business. I can show you how to collect money in multiple ways NATIONWIDE...doing some pleasant work only a few minutes a day from your home.

To read the rest of this Small Town Millionaire's Story, just enter your name and email address on my webpage. I'll email you the whole story immediately.

**CLICK THE LINK BELOW TO GET THE FULL STORY:**
https://www.doylechambers.com/blog/Get-it-Now.html
AMERICA - a land of untold riches filled with MILLIONAIREs IN ALL 50 STATES! These people just settled into a mediocre job and accepted whatever that job would pay them.

THE SOLUTION: EARN MORE MONEY THAN YOU CAN POSSIBLY SPEND!!! But how could a person do that...If you followed the traditional prescription...it led to a job, a low standard of living, massive on-going debt, and little or no savings. How could a person conquer these huge problems...when almost everyone you know lives day to day trapped in these same problems throughout their entire lifetime. I knew the destination - “TO EARN MORE MONEY THAN I COULD POSSIBLY SPEND” - but I had no clearly defined roadmap to get me there. Later on...I discovered that Postcard Money was the Big Solution!

4. “An Introduction to Creating Wealth with postcards.”

Statistics now show that 97% of the population, at age 65 are broke. They are dependent upon family, friends or the Federal Government for financial support. In fact, most people are not much better off than they were at age 18 after spending 40+ years working. It’s not that most people don’t work hard or that they don’t want to succeed, they just don’t understand how. Most of us were never taught how to succeed financially. If you’re like most people, you were probably told that in order to succeed financially you would have to be real smart, obtain a good education and get your degree. If that were true why are some of the most educated people, professors, Ph.D’s, and teachers, some of the most underpaid? The average income today for someone with a master’s degree is less than $50k per year. Why have others created fortunes with little more than a high school education? Maybe you were told that hard work was the most important thing? Honestly, do you think that rich people work any harder than your average steel worker? Of course not, they do work differently.

A SIDE NOTE: This is only ONE of the Postcard Money Success Story Reports in a complete series of 20 Reports. To fully understand how mailing postcards can make money for you, I encourage you to read all 20 Reports. These 20 Reports are full of inspiring stories of ordinary men and women who used simple marketing postcards to bring great success to their businesses, and lift up their lives by making more money. Look at the RESOURCES below and go to my website to download all 20 Postcard Money Success Story Reports...absolutely FREE!

5. “Postcard marketing is amazing multiplication in action.”

What are 3% of the people doing differently than everybody else to earn above average income and live above average lifestyles? They understand the rules of the game and the methods you must employ in order to create wealth. Here are my rules to follow to create wealth:

BE YOUR OWN BOSS WITH THE RIGHT BUSINESS THAT ALLOWS YOU TO GAIN LEVERAGE THROUGH DUPLICATION AND MULTIPLICATION. Unless you are building equity in you or something you own, you are wasting your time. You must be in charge of your own destiny and in control of your future. You absolutely, positively must be...
your own boss and own your own business. Today, there are literally hundreds of opportunities that may look like the road to financial success, but the fact that someone owns their own business does not guarantee financial independence either. (*Marketing Tool: Look at System 7 in my Catalog) Many business owners work harder and earn less than their employees. If you are in business for yourself, you will probably work longer hours and have a much greater financial risk than those working for you. Most businesses are just as bad as a poor paying job. It’s amazing how many people throw tens of thousands of dollars into franchises and businesses, only to have to work like mad just to break even. The wrong business will keep you in chains. If you operate the wrong type of business, you really don’t own the business - the business owns you. In addition, thousands of small business owners go bankrupt every year and end up losing everything they own. If your income depends on your skill or good health, you may find yourself in serious trouble should you become unable to work because of an accident or illness. Most businesses require large amounts of start up capital and entail a lot of risk...this alone prevents most people from starting their own business. Yet, if you really want financial independence, personal freedom and the best things in life, you need a business of your own - but it must be the right type of business.

What is the right type of business? Today, the most successful businesses in America use a method called THE DUPLICATION SYSTEM. No matter how good someone is at what they do, even if they are the number one salesman in their field, if they fail to duplicate themself - they are working ineffectively, inefficiently and producing small results.

My father pounded the streets of Dallas selling hair care products wholesale to retail outlets, one at a time. There are only so many hours in a day. Each day he did his best to produce results. My father could call on only a few retail outlets each day and therefore he was limited to the number of sales pitches he could make to potential customers each day. He was only selling to one person at a time and spending lots of time to deliver his sales pitch, face to face. This is very limiting.

6. “Postcards help you sell to many people at the same time.”

DUPLICATION (OR MASS MARKETING) IS SIMPLY A METHOD THAT ALLOWS YOU TO USE A MARKETING TOOL TO DELIVER THE SALES MESSAGE TO SELL TO MANY PEOPLE AT THE SAME TIME. Isn’t it much better to sell to many people at the same time? Sadly, very few people are able to duplicate themselves. Not because it is difficult or costly to implement. It’s simply because people do not take the time to learn and understand the concept of duplication. Take a look at all those corporate franchises in America. These corporations duplicated themselves. Instead of just selling to a few hundred people from one store at one location, they have thousands of stores (marketing tools) in many locations that are selling to thousands or millions of people all at one time. Direct Marketing uses a system of DUPLICATION where your written marketing tool delivers your sales message...it is your salesman. By mass distributing your written marketing tool to several people each and every day, you will be selling to many people at the same time. I’m talking about a postcard duplication system that enables you to reach more people than you could
personally deliver your sales message to in one day’s time.

A duplicatable postcard system creates massive leverage. J. Paul Getty, America’s first Billionaire, said it best, “I would rather make 1% on the efforts of a hundred men, than 100% on the efforts of myself.” THE MULTIPLICATION SYSTEM is people working together to make money by multiplying their time with the time of others. Think about it. The most successful people today employ the efforts of other people to help them build their companies. Most people today are never able to create wealth because their income is limited to just their time and efforts. They are simply trading their hours of work for someone else’s dollars. The more hours they can put in, the more money they can earn. The problem is there just aren’t enough hours in the day for you to create wealth. As long as your income is limited to what you can personally earn with your own two hands, creating wealth will be difficult...if not impossible. Leverage your time with a duplicatable postcard system and multiply your efforts through other people.

Please continue reading below...
Get Started Right Now!

Until you learn a real solution from someone you can trust, it’s hard to have the confidence to take action.

If you don’t act right now and make a real change, then you will continue to fail. If you don't act now and make a real change, then you will continue to fail.

Step out beyond your current way of life and embrace new habits. My advice is to decide now to go all in and be fully committed.

Treat this like a serious business so you can start making money. Get started now and change your financial life for the better.

I sincerely thank you for taking the time to read this Solution Report.

*Doyle Chambers*

30+ Year Master Marketer

P.S. This report is only part of the bigger story. You can download all of my revealing Solution Reports for free on my website shown below.

P.P.S. Look at the “RESOURCES” below to see the real solutions to make more money.
STOP! Before you move on, PRINT this report out.

I assure you that you’ll receive much more benefit from STUDYING over the information, rather than simply browsing through it on your computer screen. Before you even begin reading … PRINT the report out on paper. Then, grab an ink pen and STUDY it. Circle or underline things of importance to you. Scribble ideas and notes in the margins. Write out action steps. This information is just information unless you use it. I encourage you to print it out right now.

NOTICE: You DO Have the Right to Reprint this Report! You MAY Give Away or Share this Report [As long as you don’t change anything, misrepresent the report, or use SPAM.]

© Copyright 2020 Doyle Chambers  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

DISCLAIMER AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES: The information presented herein represents the view of the author as of the date of publication. Because of the rate with which conditions change, the author reserves the right to alter and update his opinion based on the new conditions. The report is for informational purposes only. While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided in this report, neither the author nor his affiliates/partners assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions. Any slights of people or organizations are unintentional. If advice concerning legal or related matters is needed, the services of a fully qualified professional should be sought. This report is not intended for use as a source of legal or accounting advice. My experience should not be taken as typical. Your income depends on your choices and various personal factors. It can be higher or lower than mine. No level of income is guaranteed. I am not liable for any loss incurred as a result of using the material in any way. The intent is merely to provide useful information, products, and services, some of which we may be compensated for. You should be aware of any laws which govern business transactions or other business practices in your country and state. Any reference to any person or business whether living or dead is purely coincidental. © Copyright 2020, Doyle Chambers
Resources:

Get More Solution Reports at Doyle Chambers' Blog
*Click Here:* https://www.DoyleChambers.com/blog

Get the FREE "Real Cash-Flow Funnel Action Guide"
*Click Here:* https://www.DoyleChambers.com/blog/Action-Guide.html

Learn "The Small Town Millionaire's Multiple Income Solution"
*Click Here:* https://www.DoyleChambers.com/blog/Get-it-Now.html

See the "Real Cash-Flow Funnel" VIDEO and start earning endless cashflow.
*Click Here:* https://www.DoyleChambers.com

*Click Here:* https://www.DoyleChambers.com/catalog

UpFront Cash Postcard Marketing System Generates Daily Cash And Reels-In All The People You Need To Build An Ever-Growing Business.
*Click Here:* https://www.DoyleChambers.com/System-7

See the Best Online Business System Ever Created by Millionaire Marketer.
*Click Here:* https://www.DoyleChambers.com/Expander1

MLM Rocket Recruiting System Can Build A Rocket Fast Downline With Your Chosen MLM Program.
*Click Here:* https://www.DoyleChambers.com/System-10

MLM Income Builder Toolbox gives you proven tools to generate endless leads so you can EXPLODE your Business or MLM Downline.
*Click Here:* https://www.DoyleChambers.com/System-11

See the Opportunity Seeker Mailing List That Targets “Serious Mailers” Who Know How To Successfully Recruit People Into Your MLM Downline!
*Click Here:* http://www.DoyleChambersMailingLists.com

See Doyle Chambers' Maximizer tools, methods, and strategies to help you MAKE MORE MONEY.
*Click Here:* https://www.DoyleChambers.com/Maximizers

These 5 Great Success Books will create real lasting change in your life.
*Click Here:* https://www.DoyleChambers.com/Expander8
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FREE...The Postcard Money Success Story PDF Report Series by Doyle Chambers

Get all 20 Postcard Money Success Story PDF Reports in this multi-part series...which answers the most important questions you should know about making money with postcards.

To Get All 20 Postcard Money Success Story PDF Reports for FREE, Go Here: https://www.DoyleChambers.com/blog/postcard-money-reports.html

All 20 Postcard Money Success Story PDF Reports are available for FREE on my website:
https://www.DoyleChambers.com/blog/postcard-money-reports.html